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     THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER is a Fourth Quarter 2018 LVCA dvd donation to 

the Ligonier Valley Library. Here’s Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

18 of a possible 20 points                                                  ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

United States   1955   black-and-white   92 minutes   live action feature horror 

drama   Paul Gregory Productions   Producer: Paul Gregory 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points 

1         Direction: Charles Laughton 

2         Editing: Robert Gordon 

2         Cinematography: Stanley Cortez*, Terry Sanders*, Frank Parmenter 

2         Lighting: Stanley Cortez* 

           Special Visual Effects: Louis DeWitt* and Jack Rabin* 

1         Screenplay: Charles Laughton, James Agee adapted from the novel by 

                 Davis Grubb 

2         Music: Walter Schumann*     Orchestrator: Arthur Morton* 

2         Art Direction: Hilyard Brown* 

           Set Decoration: Alfred Spencer* 

           Wardrobe: Jerry Bos* 

           Makeup: Don Cash* 

           Props: Joe LaBella* 

2         Sound: Stanford Houghton* 

2         Acting 

2         Creativity 

18 of a total 20 points 



Cast: Robert Mitchum* (Harry Powell, preacher of sorts), Shelley Winters 

(Willa Harper), Lillian Gish* (Rachel Cooper), James Gleason  

(Uncle Birdie Steptoe), Evelyn Varden* (Icey Spoon), Peter Graves (Ben Harper), 

Don Beddoe* (Walt Spoon), Billy Chapin (j)* (John Harper), Sally Jane Bruce (j) 

(Pearl Harper, John’s kid sister), Gloria Castillo (Ruby), Corey Allen*  

(Young Man in Town), Michael Chapin (j) (Ruby’s boyfriend), Cheryl Callaway (j) 

(Mary, a waif), Mary Ellen Clemons (j) (Clary, a waif), Kathy Garver (j) (Child), 

John Dennis (Prison Guard), James Stone (Keeper of General Store), 

Kay Lavelle (Miz Cunningham, second-hand shop storekeeper), Edna Holland* 

(Woman Feeding Hungry Children), Gloria Pall (Burlesque Dancer), 

Paul Bryar (Hangman Bart), Frances Morris (Bart’s Wife), Roy Engel (Sheriff), 

Mike Ragan (Prison Guard), James Griffith (District Attorney), others 

 

     THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER was actor Charles Laughton’s one and only foray 

into feature film directing. According to participating actress Lillian Gish, 

Laughton was very insecure about handling the actors. It didn’t help that a five-

year-old singer was cast in a major dramatic role. She required considerable 

time-consuming wheedling to keep her natural in expression and involved.   

     Ongoing tension between director and female star Shelley Winters also 

hampered production. The female lead’s inability to approximate Ohio River 

Valley dialect made for a characterization audibly incongruous with Davis 

Grubb’s original Willa Harper in his novel. Trying to find precise beats her 

former mentor and current taskmaster desired led to Winters alternately 

overdramatizing and underperforming, creating a roller coaster of unpredictable 

responses editor Robert Gordon couldn’t hide through discreet cutting. 

     Today the film is remembered significantly for six highlights. First is Robert 

Mitchum’s bloodcurdling Harry Powell, a unique composite of religious 

hypocrisy, veiled misogyny, domestic bullying, and zealous salesmanship. 

Second in memorability ranks Lillian Gish’s portrayal of widower Rachel Cooper, 

a resolute, almost stork-like woman whose penetrating insight into frailties of 

others made her a self-appointed, pious defender of all those vulnerable, both 

human and beast. Third, Walter Schumann’s varied music score offers a medley 

of comforting lullaby, melancholy dance, evangelical zeal, and menacing 

suggestiveness. It also flawlessly changes tonal coloration to match personality 

pivots of villainous Powell. Fourth, second unit photography, especially aerial 



river valley shots taken by Terry Sanders above actual locations cited in Grubb’s 

book, splendidly solidifies physical settings described in the book. Reverting to 

black-and-white photography recalls the essence of Depression drabness, a 

backdrop of gloom partly explaining desperation leading to Ben Harper’s ill-

conceived bank robbery. Fifth, Billy Chapin’s point-of-view character remains 

totally absorbing, intonations and mouth movements revealing every emotion 

except fear and terror transparently.  Sixth, special visual effects created by 

Louis DeWitt and Jack Rabin integrate fleeing children with magnified 

defenseless animals to make a surreal, mythical landscape. In the background 

eventually appears relentless tracker Harry, a shrunken silhouette perversely 

singing a hymn about God’s divine comfort, quite the opposite of what he 

himself plans to supply stepchildren. No longer looming enormously out of 

darkness surrounding a street lamp, that sadistic paradigm of malice and avarice 

becomes a remote bugaboo, frustratedly searching, ever denied attainment of 

his goal. What observer can shrug off the icy horror of this juxtaposition?  

     The film begins by introducing Rachel Cooper and a Biblical motif presaging 

exodus and salvation. Before that can occur, however, criminal father Ben 

Harper is arrested for armed robbery and two related murders. He’s 

subsequently tried and hanged. But not before transferring loot to the insides of 

daughter Pearl’s doll, extracting a pledge from his two children to never divulge 

to anyone else its stolen contents. Son John, stunned at becoming unexpectedly 

left without paternal protection, must bear responsibility for safeguarding a 

moppet whose incidental additional cash stuffing entices its owner to liquidate 

funds through conversion into paper doll cutouts. Pearl doesn’t understand why 

John curtails that operation abruptly when a not disinterested third party 

appears desirous of joining them. For guilt-ridden Ben Harper had unconsciously 

revealed part of a family secret to cellmate Harry Powell while awaiting trial.  

     Powell is in jail for car theft. Fortunately for him, no one has associated the 

crime with murder of a rural widow in order to subsequently withdraw 

accumulated funds from her bank account.  

     One month after Ben’s hanging, Preacher Harry is freed from imprisonment. 

Granting himself permission to take on the identity of a former prison chaplain 

at Moundsville Penitentiary, he travels in what must surely be another 

commandeered vehicle to the Harpers’ town of Cresap’s Landing, aspiring to 

enlarge personal finances exponentially there by seducing Mrs. Harper. God 



commands him to do so, as he learns through private conference with the Deity 

while driving along a rural road.  

     Ben Harper, convinced after a prison conference with his wife that she would 

rapidly squander all available money on current family needs, elects to make  

John and Pearl his financial trustees, the only living persons with knowledge of 

where banknotes are stashed. Illogically, he proposes no plan for when or how 

to spend it. He leaves merely one vague taboo to keep the moolah away from 

anyone else who might have specific applications for just such a pecuniary 

resource.  Thus making a moral quandary for John while at the same time 

marking each surviving member of his family as a potential target for 

malefactors like Harry.    

     This sets the stage for a Laughton story-within-a-story narrative. One 

evening, with her mother already asleep from an exhausting workday, Pearl 

requests John to act as temporary substitute bedtime storyteller. John’s 

response is to fabricate a fantasy about an African king who leaves his son and 

daughter gold to keep secure from thieves in his absence. It’s inspired by the 

reality forced upon Harper siblings by precipitous paternal lawbreaking. John is 

trying to comprehend and exonerate a grown-up model of moral integrity who 

had elected to adopt moral turpitude as an action plan. For a nine-year-old, that 

task seems overwhelming.  

     Scanning the bedroom for inspiration, he discovers familiar interplay of 

shadows and light are briefly interrupted by a gigantic trespassing blackness. 

John’s overconfident Goliath has arrived, bringing a test of endurance and 

cunning which, if passed, will promote the lad to a higher level of maturity. He 

will need help in the struggle, however, from another outsider. Because 

neighborhood volunteers aren’t forthcoming.  

     Mother Willa is preoccupied with obtaining a new purpose for her life and 

security for two fatherless children. Propelled by interceding Icey Spoon, a 

contemporary representative of Pharisaic traditionalism, she accepts courtship 

from bachelor Harry even though a non-ordained minister belonging to no 

discernible denomination hardly seems attractive husband material.  

     Most community pillars are buffaloed by Harry’s glib sermonettes about love 

overcoming hate and an accompanying alibi explaining his visit to Cresap’s 

Landing as actuated by concern for a bereaved widow’s family. Leaving Uncle 

Birdie Steptoe, an elderly fisherman living in a houseboat alongside the 



nameless waterway, to fill the void in John’s world. Having no fixed work hours 

or wages, he’s miserably addicted in moments of stress to alcoholic 

refreshment. Still, this harmlessly eccentric codger is the only resident of John’s 

hometown to detect trouble lurking underneath Harry’s exterior piety and 

homespun garrulousness. 

     In a moment of undue enthusiasm, Birdie declares he’s willing to aid John 

should an emergency arise. Which of course it will. 

     Birdie’s fish story about a local gar foreshadows Preacher Powell’s lurking 

threat. The town drunk can see what it portends, yet won’t act unless and until 

entreated for involvement. 

      Willa has taken a supernumerary position assisting at the Spoons’ ice cream 

parlor to earn money for family upkeep. The possibility of augmenting income 

through marriage to Preacher, an option heartily encouraged in and out of her 

workplace by busybody Icey, proves initially unattractive. Willa, though, is 

unaccustomed to independent action. She drifts with the prevailing popular 

flow, thawing gradually thanks to Harry’s undisguised interest in how the 

Harper clan is coping with adversity and gossip. There’s an element of sexual 

lure ensnaring her, try though she does to camouflage its magnetism behind a 

façade of pursuing absolution.  

     Looking for redemption from a human savior precipitates her downfall. Like 

the protagonist of a Greek tragedy, Widow Harper feels an irresistible pull of 

destiny. She gradually surrenders to marriage with the wrong man for the 

wrong reason at the worst imaginable time. 

     After Harry’s Honeymoon Homicide removes any potential genetic 

guardianship, two new orphans hightail it to the invitingly convenient river. 

Only to discover their avowed ally is indisposed and momentarily valueless. The 

boat moored next to his, formerly belonging to Ben, is more accommodating. 

John drags a finally enlightened and properly terrified sibling onto it in one of 

the most harrowingly suspenseful sequences in cinema. A malevolent pursuer 

gets left in the lurch like a banshee deprived of expected reward through 

unforeseen intervention from a partisan nature. 

     At this point water comes alive as an active character, preserving good and 

stymying evil. The homeless pair of urchins float downriver past other 

vulnerable creatures. They wordlessly obtain safe passage behind a foreground 

dominated by an enormous spider web indicative of their antagonistic step-



father’s intended entrapment. The refugees’ precarious state is underlined by a 

subsequent scene in which a rabbit’s life ashore nearby is suddenly terminated 

through an unimpeded attacking plunge downward by hungry owl. Two 

prominently visible toads sit on the riverbank, neither getting involved. They 

suggest equally uncommitted human bystanders.  

     Mooring within walking distance of a farmhouse, exhausted juvenile 

travelers stumble to it for what they anticipate will be uninterrupted slumber in 

hay. It’s a blatant reference to the Nativity, one of numerous parallels with 

Biblical incidents that may have rankled first-run audiences perceiving them as 

blasphemy. What other 1950s American movie suggested preachers should be 

avoided rather than welcomed?  

     John’s relief at locating acceptable overnight lodging is vitiated when he 

peers out from a hayloft to determine the source for outside singing and 

perceives distinctly a black figure on the horizon singing Preacher’s theme song, 

“Leaning on the Everlasting Arms.” Is there no haven for the homeless 

anywhere? 

     Readers must watch the rest of this dramedy themselves to find out. 

     Irony abounds in Laughton’s recasting of David versus Goliath. Good is 

redefined here as something adoptive and foreign, requiring preservation 

through violence, rewarded only after put to severe trial or by rapturous entry 

into eternity. Evil, by contrast, is layered, alluring, difficult to remove, tenacious. 

It’s just as likely to quote the Good Book as its opponent, disarmingly courteous, 

and frequently downright solicitous. This is hardly textbook theology. No 

wonder church organizations decried the film’s release and crusaded for 

censorship or settled upon boycotting theaters showing it. 

     THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER is no film noir. It lacks both femme fatale and 

corruptible moral male weakling on slippery downward journey. There are also 

daylight episodes notably featured at intervals.  

     Instead, THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER is a cautionary tale prompting audiences 

to probe beyond surfaces when contemplating religious assertions. It warns of 

the dangerously corrosive snowballing effect upon society when individuals do 

not respond in timely fashion to mobilization on behalf of justice for its least 

privileged members. Fanaticism of any stripe is denounced. 

     The film records the process of calamity triggered when adults ignore well-

founded fears of children, preferring assured plausibility from a mature peer to 



truthful doubt of innocents. THE WINDOW explored this same territory 

impressively in 1949 by means of a recognizably realistic framework. Laughton’s 

script, borrowing heavily from Grubb’s source text agog with numerous 

scriptural passages, was conceived as a fable, aiming at universality.  

     Remember Lillian Gish as maternal symbol of renewal, tolerance, and 

nurturing in David Wark Griffith’s INTOLERANCE interludes? Laughton did. This  

connection may have been overlooked by initial audiences and critics.  

     Imposing expressionistic lighting modelled after silent cinema usages was 

likely further disorienting to them. Its parade of mini-stories formatted as oral 

folk tales could have repulsed spectators accustomed to immersion in 

fashionable Italian neo-realism, belatedly making itself the new prevalent 

standard for verisimilitude in American cinema.      

     Losing much, too much, of Grubb’s textual poetry in adapting his novel for 

the screen, Laughton was guilty of oversimplifying complex imaginings of John. 

He occasionally ridicules them as well, resorting to slapstick in what must have 

been intended to serve as equivalent to a Preston Sturges segue from lacerating 

drama to uproarious comedy. Sturges knew far better how to make such abrupt 

transitions function without disturbing overall film rhythm. Laughton, a veteran 

of stagecraft, didn’t possess matching acumen. 

     Utilization of sound, props, and lighting are commendable throughout. What 

disturbed viewers was more likely directorial decisions to incorporate religious 

themes into a secular story, especially blatant when Preacher prepares to offer 

Willa as his latest blood sacrifice to the Lord in a framing starkly reminiscent of 

Carl Theodor Dreyer’s 1928 masterpiece LA PASSION DE JEANNE D’ARC. There 

Joan of Arc is the designated scapegoat for male thwartings.  

     Recurring visual poetry was another novelty of Laughton’s film, most 

noticeable in a scene where Preacher’s final victim appears as a sunken cross 

between slumbering angel and apotheosized mermaid. How should audiences 

respond to that image? 

     Another remarkable aspect of this drama is the treatment of heroine Rachel, 

who sponsors and raises numerous girls out of a sense of Christian duty but 

fosters John from displaced love. He comes to replace the adult son who no 

longer communicates with her. John’s quest for protection and Rachel’s for a 

prodigal’s return end happily in mutual satisfaction. Their acceptance of each 

other as parent and child is finalized, not in court, but by reciprocated Christmas 



gifts, a conclusion hearkening back to Frank Capra’s IT’S A WONDERFUL LIFE 

where the hero’s self-doubt and temporary suicidal urge yields to triumphant 

family holiday bonding. 

     Grubbs’ point of departure for the film source novel was the sordid career of 

Harry Powers. This real Harry had been born in 1892 and given the name 

Herman Drenth. His family moved from the Netherlands to Cedar Rapids, Iowa 

in 1910. Dutch immigrant Herman then started toying with his moniker, 

reappearing in various locations as Cornelius Pierson and A. R. Weaver. By 1926, 

Herman / Harry had relocated to West Virginia, marrying Luella Strother there 

the following year. Undeterred by alteration in marital status, he continued 

developing a sideline of writing Lonely Hearts ads with himself as love seeker, 

reportedly receiving an average daily response of ten to twenty letters from 

prospective partner widows. Maintaining contacts with these respondents 

occupied recreational hours until on June 23, 1931 he wrote to Asta Buick 

Eicher, widowed mother of three children living in Park Ridge, Illinois. Her two 

girls were then ages nine and fourteen. She also had a twelve-year-old son, 

ironically named Harry. Not too long afterward, on the basis of a tipoff from 

police in Illinois where neighbors of Asta had become suspicious when Harry 

Powers returned alone to her house after the family had disappeared and 

claimed to be its new owner, West Virginia authorities searched the home of 

Harry and Luella in Quiet Dell. They found the bodies of two women and three 

children nearby, as well as traces of bloody violence in the Powers family 

garage. Taken first to Parkersburg in custody, threats of imminent lynching by 

an angry mob laying siege to a police station for two hours forced removal of 

the prisoner to Moundsville, hometown of author Davis Grubb. There Harry 

Powers was imprisoned until judged guilty of murder and hung on that site 

March 18, 1932. He had by then engaged in one hundred and fifteen mail-order 

courtships, according to court documents. 

     “The Bluebeard of Quiet Dell” didn’t masquerade as circuit-riding clergyman, 

nor did he assert Divine authority for his killings. These attributions of Grubbs’ 

antagonist were original fictions of the author, who strongly believed rural 

America needed to wake up and unmask hypocritical fundamentalist evangelists 

who preached intolerance of minorities, the virtue of greediness as found in 

such scripture as The Prayer of Jabez, and the necessity of patriarchal 

dominance in family and business relationships.  



     To gender-befuddled, foreign-born, Jesuit-schooled Laughton, American 

religious conservatism posed an ongoing personal threat. Like Davis Grubbs, he 

held religious dogma suspect, admiring devotional art in literature, music, and 

theater while steering well clear of zealots with political agendas hiding inside 

spiritual ones. Organizations comprised of individuals mixing statecraft and 

millennialism were unabashedly hostile to each of these artists. Their collective 

work was greeted no more enthusiastically than solo productions. 

     Once THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER achieved publication in book form and 

began collecting critical plaudits and booming sales receipts, Laughton promoter 

Paul Gregory quickly acquainted the actor with its contents, urging him to direct 

a film adaptation. Laughton accepted with a reservation, fancying himself as a 

vicious serial killer, a role which would surely revive hopes for another Best 

Actor Oscar® nomination. Gregory didn’t share that ambition, picturing his 

artistic partner solely as director and acting coach.  

     Oddly, neither of them are quoted as having seriously considered Orson 

Welles for the lead. Welles’s mix of severe Puritanism, sheer bulk, 

charismatically impish smile, and stentorian passion could have resulted in a 

blazing interpretation spectators would find irresistible. Ah, what might have 

been.   

     Still, Robert Mitchum fit the bill ideally as lead actor, conforming to 

directorial instructions about clowning immediately after charged interactions 

with each of the Harpers.  

     Interludes of comedy do leaven torment of anxious onlookers in the theater.   

     They do not wear well over time in this instance. Ham is still ham, no matter 

how much spice is added.  

     Equally misplaced are sappy cherubs whose faces, supposed to symbolize 

children everywhere, are posed to resemble stars in an artificial sky. Opening 

the film with Bible reading and cheerful childhood optimism is poor preparation 

for events immediately following. Like its blend of stage settings with 

travelogue footage, a compounding possibly inspired by CITIZEN KANE, these 

overly acute contrasts generate consternation in anyone reluctant to discard 

preconceptions about tonal consistency and formal unity. Time and place are 

treated in abstract, ambiguous fashion during introductory and concluding 

segments where neither bookend is pegged to a specific date or location. While 

by no means unprecedented in American cinema, this defiance of convention 



does add even greater complexity to a formal structure fraught with 

metaphorical parallels. Symbols on exhibit range from Freudian nocturnal train 

to the procession of waifs trailing behind Rachel Cooper at her farm in a line 

suggestive of baby ducks waddling after their mother. Some critics judge them 

to be excessive intrusions mitigating suspense, inconsequential distractions, or 

arch insider anecdotes. Superfluous baggage, in all instances.  

     THE NIGHT OF THE HUNTER can leave too drastically horrifying an aftertaste 

in the minds of those under the age of eighteen who view it. As adult 

entertainment, it is riveting and unique. Is the film encumbered with too much 

violence? Early evaluators often thought so. Nonetheless, in comparison with 

twenty-first century films Laughton’s drama is tamely aggressive. 

     For its double dvd release as part of The Criterion Collection, ten bonus 

features and a thirty-page booklet including essays by film critics Terrence 

Rafferty and Michael Sragow have been included. Rafferty is a specialist in the 

horror genre, and Michael Sragow an expert on the career of screenwriter and 

film critic James Agee. Those supplements are as follows: 

1. Charles Laughton Directs “The Night of the Hunter” – 159 minutes   Essential 

and illuminating, this compendium of outtakes and documentary footage 

upends numerous false reports about how the film was made. 

2. Leonard Maltin and Robert Gitt Discuss Charles Laughton Directs “The Night 

of the Hunter” – 17 minutes 

3. Audio Commentary by Second Unit Cameraman Terry Sanders, film critic F. X. 

Feeney, film restorer Robert Gitt, and author Preston Neal Jones   Jones is the 

writer of Heaven and Hell to Play With: The Making of The Night of the Hunter. 

Robert Gitt was personally involved in preservation of not only Laughton’s sole 

directorial feature but also a formidable stockpile of otherwise neglected 

outtakes and alternative episodes. Terry Sanders had considerable personal 

interaction with crew members of Laughton’s film and supervised aerial 

photography for it. Their remarks are not always harmonious. 

4. The Making of The Night of the Hunter – 38 minutes   This documentary 

permits producer Paul Gregory, author Jeffrey Couchman (The Night of the 

Hunter: A Biography of the Film) – whose study of James Agee’s first draft for 

the screenplay of The Night of the Hunter ended much of the mystery and myth 

surrounding it, the above-cited Terry Sanders, F. X. Feeney, and Preston Neal 



Jones, to share additional insights about the film’s screenplay adaptation and  

successive revisions. 

5. Peter Graves and Shelley Winters Perform a Deleted Scene from The Night of 

the Hunter on The Ed Sullivan Show – 4 minutes 

6. Video Interview with Simon Callow, author of a biography titled Charles 

Laughton: a difficult actor – 10½ minutes 

7. BBC Moving Pictures Interview with Robert Mitchum – 15 minutes 

8. Cinema Cinemas Interview with The Night of the Hunter’s director of 

photography, Stanley Cortez – 13 minutes 

9. Gallery of Sketches made for Charles Laughton by Davis Grubb about 

characters and scenes in his novel The Night of the Hunter  

10. Original Theatrical Trailer –  1½ minutes 

 

     This reviewer wishes to acknowledge indebtedness to Revolvy for 

background material on Harry Powers, to nightflight.com/the-night-of-the-

hunter-davis-grubbs-river-book article by Chris Morris of July 12, 2015 for 

additional archival material on Harry Powers’ career and execution, to 

craigmcdonaldbooks.blogspot.com/2013/01 for biographical information about 

novelist Davis Grubbs, and to IMDB for cast and crew data. 

 

 

 

 

 

       


